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1. Proposing

Stakeholder Scepticism



Stakeholder Scepticism
What is it?

When stakeholders don’t want to support the programme:

• Passively refuse to help the programme progress. 

• Actively block it through not signing-off on funding, resources and other key requirements.

What causes it?

• They don’t understand 

• The don’t think it is the right thing to do. 

How to treat it?…



Stakeholder Scepticism
Problems with the business case

• Not well-defined

• Not well integrated

Problems with stakeholders

• Overconfidence & conservatism

• Lack of consensus

• Fear — driven by uncertainty.



 

Programme complexity Product choice 
complexity

Cross-functional 
decision-making

Extended 
process

Reputational risk

Investing in a transformational digital programme is 
complex.

Uncertainty on 
cost

Uncertainty about 
return

Stakeholder Scepticism





2. Investing

Complexity, Uncertainty & 
Intangibility



Intangible 
Assets

Scalability

Sunkenness

Synergies

Spillovers



Investing

What is my digital marketing platform?

• Idea + Brand + Strategy + Internal Time Investment + 
External Vendor Cost + Product licences + SLAs + Training 
+ Cloud…, etc.

• This can scale, enable synergies but can also spillover 
and, your costs - at least the capital costs - are most 
definitely sunk.



Exploit the Scalability and the Synergies as the programme 
develops

• Target Scale

• Enable and develop Synergies

Investing



Manage Spillovers and Sunkeness

• Tighter integration with how your differentiate

• Watch your competitors

• Make the tough decisions (avoid investor traps)

Investing



3. Sustaining 

Leadership & Adoption



Adoption of a transformative programme requires actual 
transformation.

In fact the value of the assets being cultivated within the 
programme is entirely dependent on their adoption.

Sustaining



Change without change

What we are confronting in many cases is stakeholders who want  “digital 
transformation” without change.

Transformation Maturity

Reorganisaiton Empowerment

Platform Adequate Funding

They will talk about these things. But they don’t always mean it.

Sustaining



Real talk about budgets

“The €381m bill is double the initial estimate but no major 

project would ever get off the ground if sponsors were honest 

about the final amount.” 

Financial Times, Jan 15, 2015

Sustaining



Real employee empowerment & genuine reorganisation

“We are attracted to a fantasy version of empowerment and simultaneously repelled by the 

reality. How lovely to have energetic, dedicated workers who always seize the initiative (but only 

when “appropriate”), who enjoy taking risks (but never risky ones), who volunteer their ideas (but 

only brilliant ones), who solve problems on their own (but make no mistakes), who aren’t afraid 

to speak their minds (but never ruffle any feathers), who always give their best to the company 

(but ask no unpleasant questions…”

(P. Kizilos, “Crazy about Empowerment”)

Sustaining



“… How nice it would be, in short, to empower workers 

without actually giving them any power”

(P. Kizilos, “Crazy about Empowerment”)

Sustaining



Where is your digital dept?

• It’s everywhere!

• “Death of the CDO”

• Leaders, followers and laggards: the difference is how

Sustaining



The gap between organisations who really digital transform and the rest is 
enormous (McKinsey). Why? Scale and Synergies

“Followers" are at risk and there is a good chance that “laggards” will never 
catch-up.

Acquiring a balance: leading and following (mopping up spillovers where 
appropriate). But don’t dilute your commitment.

Sustaining



Real commitment to platform & to achieving maturity

•   Understand your true cost of ownership

•   Resource & enable

•   Break down silos

•   Target real adoption

•   Be merciless with what is not working

•   Stay with it; evolve it!

Sustaining



Win a €250
Voucher
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